Is the Capability Approach a Valid Alternative Framework in Sociology?
―The development of social indicators in Japan and human development indexes―

■The Founders of Sociology

■Magazine article about the Social Indicator in 1977

M. Weber value rationality, traditional action, etc.
E. Durkheim solidarity, collective conscience, anomie, etc.
V. Preto non-logical action, the circulation of the elite, etc.

■Positioning of sociology economics and
the capability approach

Three of the five
participants were
sociologists
(functionalists).

Can you make an index
about welfare such as
the GNP?
Is the synthesis of
indexes desirable?
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■Let’s Take Functionalism, Social Indicators,
and Human Development Indices for Examination
in Detail.
…functionalism accounts for a social activity by referring
to its consequences for the operation of some other
social activity, institution, or society as a whole. …
（Dictionary of Sociology, Penguin Books 4th edition)

Symposium
How do you measure
the standards of
welfare? (sequel)
-considering the Social
Indicator-

■Newspaper article about the Social Indicator in 1998
When "the richness
index" was announced
by the Economic
Planning Agency,
mutterings occurred
successively from
prefectural governors
ranked as low ranks.
Above all, governor of
Saitama prefecture
which was ranked as
the last for six
successive years
criticized severely
Economic Planning
Agency.

This Week’s
“I Have an
Objection”

Saitama Prefecture
TSUTHIYA, Yoshihiko

“ People will not want to move to here
if hard to really live here.”

■Systems of the Social Indicators (Japan,1979)
■H. D. Indices (2015), They are made Synthesis,
and Countries are Ranked. …？

■When comparing the Capability Approach to Sociology, its Uniqueness is based on
Individualism in focus as the limits of Rationality. If H. D. Indices are built with the
Uniqueness of the C. A., They will also develop for the future. （ However,
Sociology have shifted the focus on the C. A. in recent years.）

